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Fogerty and very, very few oth~ .work and a masterpiece, After Story," fits in. Always a sort of
style, a sense of time and place. ers, .Townshend has a very spe~ . Quailroplzenia, a much .. more . musical practical · joker, Town- .
Quadroplzenia and Tommy ·.cific idea· of what rock & roll is ·flawed work than. Tom'my, s11end has now pulled the fastest
helped Peter Townshend sharp~ .. .about and what ifs for. Every-. .though in many ways a braver . one of all, disguising his best
en a writing style that was. al- · thing he does-which is nearly one, he has felt the need again. concept album as a mere tentrack throwaway.
ready one of the most persona( everything the Who does-is in. , But Tlze Who by N r1mbers
·and interesting in rock. Because ;formed by it.
.
·· isn't what ·it seems. Without · · The disguise is effective part.the Who is itself so stylized.,- · . ,The rock operas were Town. · 'broa(icasting it, in fact while dely because it is mostly musical.
alone among their early-Sixties·. , :· shend's ultimate means of ex-· nying it, Townshend.has written
Along w,ith the story line,
·peers, they sound lii~e no one . 'pressing his idea:of rock and its ·: a series of songs which hang toTownshenq has thrown out the
else, neither Chicago bluesmen .: place in the world, but the very · gether as well as separately·. The
Arp synthesizer-:-which is sup- ·
nor M.e mphis rock~ billy~ notion was anathema to fans of . time js somewhere in the middle
posed to be his instrument·Townshend always had to seek ; ·~substitute" and "My Genera. ' of the night, the setting a dishev- after his success. with it on
themes and characters, as well . tion." Even if those works gar- ·· eled room with .a TV set that , Who's Next and the 1'ommy
The Who by Numbers
as inusicill ideas, that were pure ·nered the Who. a legion of new seems to show only rock prosoundtrack. . It's a great diverMCA2161
rock & roll. The tension between · fans (many of whom, Town-. :grams; The protagonist is an ag- · sion; he keeps us busy noticing
by Dave Marsh
Keith Moon's wild drumming, shend once wrote me, "think the .· ing, still successful rock star,
its absence so that the story
By now, a nonopera by the Who Roger Daltrey's barely on-key · name .of the group's Tommy staring drunkenly. at the tube sinks in subtly, rather than batis its own kind of concept al- vocals, Townshend's own lim- . and that the opera's the Who"), · with a bottle of gin perched on · ting us over the bead with 'it, as
bum. While The Wlzo byNum- itations as a guitarist and 'the the hardcore of old admirers· his' head, contemplating his ca- he did with his operas .
bers pretends to be a series of . composer's ·skill and introspec~ · ·fired so many charges of preten-. ..reer, his love for the music and
To replace the synthesizer, he
ten unconnected .songs, it's real- tion made him one of the tough- · ·sion and evisceration at Tommy : · his fear that it's alt' 'slipping
fleshes out the standard electric
ly only a pose; there's not a sto- ·est, most compact writers in · ; that Townshend felt the need to away. Every song here, even the .· guitar riffs with acoustic ones,
ry line here, but there are more . rock. Like John Lennon, Bob ·' retrench. The result was Who's on'e non-Townshend composi- and on one song each, banjo
and ukulele. Townshend plays
important unities-lyrical ·Dylan, Bruce Springsteen,·J()hn ; Next, a blistering anticoncept .. tion, John Entwistle's "Success
.
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acoustic guitar more' like a rock . numbers which aren't quite bal& roller than anyone else in lads ; Almost every trac~ is filled .. ·,
· rock; listen to "The Magic Bus." · with enormous anguish, bitter- ·
But here; even the smashing ness or fear,· conveyed most per- . '
·. electric guitar .chords that are :fectly. in ·'~They Are All in
. his musical.signature have been ·· Love," ."How Many Friends," ';
:... tamed, played and mixed more ·:.even the faintly sanctimonious·· '
like conve~tional rock guitar,.• · "Imagine a Man." .
:· than on any previous ·who rec~ .
Townshend apparently over- : .
. _ ,~ ·:,· "., ord. By Nurirbe.r.r's mix of . .' steps only once, on "Blue Red
' · acoustic ·and electric six strings ', and Grey," which is ostensibly
.... ' . is, in fact, occasionally reminis-.' simplistic enough to have been
.. cent of Neil Young's, particu- : written by John Denver. It is
larly on "How Many Friends" kicked along by his ukulele and
·· and in the concluding ,segment the repeated declaration, "I like
·of "Slip Kid," which is as frus- .: every minute of the day." Like
· trated and distorted ·as ,Time· · a lot of Townshend songs,
Fades A way. : ·; ..-':
· .' .
though, the1'e's a catch at the
1
·• ' Much has been ' made of the ' ·end: ·~And - so you see that I'm
Who's internal. dissension over ·completely crazy I I ._even shun
.._,.
· . the ·past few · months. Daltrey, . the South of France." .
·l· · · ·.,. MoOn and Entwistle have deNot that the record i~ witless;
·· · · ·:· voted themselves to glaringly inno Who album has ever 'been .
., . ferior solo projects, while ,. "Squeeze Box," for instance, is
• 1:Townshend, save for-whatever
tne Who's ultimate sex joke,
··: cidditional music he .wrote for 'even better than "Pictures of
·. '.Ken Russell's To{nmy, seems to . Lily" in its way. Its sound, comhave been almost ,completely in- plete with a banjo break that
i,
active since Quadrophenia: Not . . sounds as if the Who is ready
surprisingly, this ,album seems ... to refight the Civil War with the . ·.
nlore 'Townshend oriented than
Band, is a real departure, close :;
even the· operas, althou.gh_.:_ .. to jolly. rockabilly. Entwistle's
·since Nicky Hopkins . has· been · ·"Success Story" is full of his
brought in for some brilliant
usual sardonic epigrams: "He
· keyboard wo'r k-Townshend · deserted rock & roll to save his
may appear less often than on soul'.'; "I'm yotir fairy manager/
· any of the group's other 'recent . You shall · play Carnegie Hali";
· records. ·
., \ •·
. "Six for the taxman, four for .
Part of his' presence is in the .' · the band"; "Take 276 ... You
. vocals. As a singer, Townshend ;. .· know, this. used to be fun." "fn
originally patterned himself af".'. a Hand or a. Face," prototypical
ter [)altrey, though lately he has ~ · Townshend, begins with a verse
developed ·a guttural range · ._ pillorying 'pop _mysticism, the
which Daltrey doesn't'have. But .sort Stevie Wonder sells: "Ain't
· they are still so close to one an- · it funny how they're all Cleopa. other that it is. often difficult to .. tra/When you gaze into their
tell who's singing .what. Clearly, :past/When you find out about
though, Townshend sings more
their birth sign/You realize
here than he has before and ·he . 'there was: no need to have
sings better as welL While Dal-" , asked."
· trey has always been too · fre- . . But there is an ominous qual- .
._. quently flat, emotionally and . ity even in the midst of the
... ' musically, Townshend brings
jokes. Townshend has always
'\•. ' . , ..
'-' · · great fire and passion to songs . been the rock & toller most concerned with how he fils into the
. like "Blue Red and Grey" and
"They Are All in Love." He is
world. In a way, The Who by
..
'
sound level and enhance the· highs: and
line of SOUND SYS., in the great tradition of rock's · Numbers is 'only an interim reMotorola's Automatic Eject that remems with Model TM 1 24S
. classic nonvoices, like Young · ' port in the continuing saga of
bers when you forget. Automatically ·
1r (shown large above)
and Dylan. Daltrey has his mo- · stardom and 'failure, of the
ejects 'tape when 'you cut the ignition.
tight space and tight
ments, certainly, particularly on
weird characters who strive for
Helps guard against jam ups and damage .
. "How Many Friends,". but it is
fame and wind up with disaster
.. And of course all these now SOUND
hese great Motorola
now clear that if Daltrey de- , even when they make it. Sell
SYSTEMS are built with the quality and ·
:k/AM-FM radio mod cided he'd rather · make bad ·Out remains the definitive statesolid state reliability that people ·h.ave
>rola features like Fast.
movies, the Who could function
ment on the rock artist, placing
come to expe~t,from' Motorola.
to boost the
'
· ·
·
him in context next to the baked
acceptably as a trio. ·
There is no.song on ByNumbean · commercials and half- ·
hers with. the, impact of "Won't
hideous, half-beautiful station
Get Fooled .Again'.' or. "Pinball
identification jingles. But Tom3 the tape player with you when you l~ave the ca_r~:· :
Wiza.r d, !' ·although .there .are · my is as much star as prophet' moments· reminiscent of all the
and he fails at both-while
classic songs in almost every
Qiwdrophenia's Jimmy was
track. That's unfortunate, beclearly shooting for center stage
when he wound up on that rock.
_cause the Who ·.has always
""•"· '
seemed
.at
its
best
as
a
singles
Even
Who's Next, which seems
,.,
' .. group .·_,Both. "Success Story";·. so anticonceptual, is obsessed
· and "In a Hand or a Face~' come · with these things, fore and aft;
.· Press 'the finge1 tip control and out slides the tape player: '
close to the old crashing, barely
it begins with "Baba O'Riley" 's
· . controlled Who, but ·this record
"teenage wasteland," ends with
:Take it with you or stash it in the trunk . KM97B slide-·out
is· much more ·disciplined, in ' "Won't · Get Fooled Again" 's
.. bracket permits handsome underdash installation .With
general, and much more re- . half threat, half promise to do
3cket shown. with , . model T,M124S, Tl'y1226S. TM316S: ;or !M416S.
strained.
.
,.
something about it.
'
.
'
· '· :·.
'.·
·
. · The best songs are closer to.'
"The realtruth as I see it is that
.!
'
LJ.fi~:®
:·aehind Blue Eyes/' slow7r ' rock music it was is not really
:.
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san patent a sole, as Earth Shoe has.
:an copy it and sell it for less·as others have.
1ou can't patent comfort or caring or:craftsmanship
:autiful.
that's what you get in every pair ofRoots~'
ltiful top-grain Canadian leather.·
ltiful stitching and
·
manship and detail.'
e that cradles your heel /
;upports your arch.
:1bove all, caring.
Jeople who make Roots.
'do give a damn about ·.\
ay they're made and ...
t satisfied customers.
~ goes for the people
;ell them:
10u don't h2we to
. because ..· .The
men
paten· t canng
who make Roots
; anyone seems to bother about caring anymore.
pare Roots with Earth Shoes or NatUre Shoes or
oles or Wallabees or any other'casual shoe_. ·
get the picture.
nay pay a bit more for Roots. But Roots are more.
,pair and you will love .them . U{ ": .,.. . •. ~~
ong time.
'··,
. ~
~ ,:Jl ~ r~"
.
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"Be kind to feet They outnumber people two to one."
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; ; ; Sold only at Hoots stores In: Albuquerque, Amsterdam (Neth.l.Ann Arbor. Armonk. ,
1stin.Berkeley, Birminghrm1 (Ala. ). Birmingham (Mich.). Boston. Boulder. Calgary. Cambridge.
:olumbus. Costa Mesa. Dalhs. Denve1: Et~st Lansing. Edmonton. Eugene. Evanston. Fort·
~.Halifax. Hartford. Houston. 1\anst~s City (Mo.). La Jolla. Las Vegas. London (Ont.l. Los
ladison. Mt~libu. Miami. Milwilukee, Minneapolis·. Montreal..Munich (Ger.). New York. OHawa.
)hilaclelphia. Pittsburgh. Portlilnd. Sacramento. San Francisco, Scottsdale. Seattle. Toronto.
ncouver. Victoriil, White Plains.
made in 15 styles for men and women. For more about'them send 25¢ fo~
of Hoots" to Hoots Natural Footwear, 1203 Caledonia Rd., Toronto M6A 2X3. Canada.
IS of store nearest you caJIS00-521-8960 toll free.
© 1975. Don Michael Co.

. contemporary to these times,"
Townshend recently told an interviewer. "It's really the music
of yesteryear. · The only things
_that continue to keep abreast of
. the times .are those songs that
. stand out due to their simplicity." There -is no better summary of what• The Who by
Numbers is· about:' Townshend
has alway~ 'been his own best
critic.:
As angry as 11 1s desperate,
the albtim moves from song to
· song on pure bitterness, disillusionment and hopelessness. Not
only the aging rock star of "Success Story;". "They Are All in
1
Love,"· '"Dreaming from the
Waist" and "However Much I
· Booze" is frustrated. Even "Slip
Kid," the latest in the line
of Townshend's quintessential
teenagers, finds that the only an.. ·· swcr is: "There's no easy way
to be free." Which wasn't even
· the question: ·
· · · For: the.:rock & roll star protagonist, "The 'truth lies in my
frustration." .In song after song,·
he's confused, "dreaming of the
day I can control myself," un·' able to figure out what it's all
worth, much less what it means.
In "How Many Friends," he
despairs of anyone telling him
the truth-maybe he really is
over the hill-but, in "However
Much l Booze," he realizes that
even those who try don't have
. a chance. "Dish me out another .
tailor-made compliment/Tell
me about some detriment I can't
.- ; forget." The shreds of utopian
, optimism in Tommy, the exhil-·
m·ating moments of ·discovery
· in Quadrophenia are gone now:
"Take 276. You know, this used
to be · fun.!' !Always before, the
Who have been able to ride out
of these situations on power and
bravado-:-now, they wonder if
they still have enough of either.
"Where do you fit in a magazine/Where the past is a hero
and the present a queen?/Just
tell me right now, where do you ·
fit in/With mud in your eye' and
a passion for gin?" I don't know
what magazine Townshend
might have had in mind when he
wrote those words_:_he makes a
· cute little raspberry where the
title ought to go-but they
. might give pause to every reader and writer in the rock & roll
part of this 'o ne, not to mention
to every subject of · it. As ex. Beatles solo albums rush forward
in feeble proliferation, as the
Rolling Stones stagger into their
second decade with songs drawn
almost exclusively from their
· first , as the Who stumble onward, another of Townshend's
thoughts in that interview
quoted above sounds truer than
ever: "It's like that line in 'The
Punk Meets the Godfather' ...
'you paid me to do the dancing.'
The kids pay us for a good time,
yet nowadays people don't really want to get involved . Audi-

I

I

ences are very much like the
I
kids in Tommy's Holiday Camp,
I
they want something without
working for it."
What they want is what the
. Who, as the ultimate manifestation of a certain part of the
heart of rock. has ;1lways promised: a way out of their-obligation to the ultimate piper, Time.
From "My Generation" to The
Who by Number.v , time and ·aging have been Townshend's obsession, as if he were trying to
live down the statement that
made him famous: "Hope I die
before I get old." If this is his ·
most mature work, that's because he has finally admitted
that there is no way out, which
·
is a darker and deeper part of
the same thing. Typically, the
Who face the fact without
flinching . Indeed, they may
have made their greatest album
in the face of it. But only time
will tell.

I

I
I
I

AI Green is love

Hi SI-ll 32092
by Jim Miller
AI Green's latest LP would almost qualify as a concept album were it not for the fact that
Green has been mining the rhetoric of ·romance ever since his
first hits. If A I Green Is Love
contai11s any surprises, they
come in the treatment of his
material, all of it original for a
change. The kind of love portrayed in "Rhymes" is no simple Moon June affair, and
"Love Ritual" summons eros
as a frenzy of orgiastic salvation.
Languid, serpentine phrases issue in unsettling shrieks, garbled fragments: "I wanna sanctify with you baby." There is a
troubled urgency to Green 's
singing here that defies the epithet sweet.
It also dispels any notion of
1 Green as a hostage of candied ,
· formulas. True, he is willing
and able to dissect fluff; predictably, AJ Green ' Is Love con• "
tains its fair share of soporific
pleasantries. But Green, with
the help of the Memphis Hi
Rhythm Band, often m ana ges
to transfigure the ·most . benign
sentiments and endow them
with an undercurrent of tension, as if the cliches concealed .
a hidden cargo.
It's a tricky game to play. As
"Take Me to the River," his
most recent blues/ gospel effort

